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Abstract 
The objective of this paper is to evaluate the semantic building block-based approach as a means 
for intra- and interorganizational business process modeling. It is described whether and why the 
semantic building block-based approach reduces the variations in distributed modeling projects in 
comparison to traditional modeling approaches. Our argumentation is grounded on the assumption 
that the specification of a service-oriented architecture (SOA) requires a detailed understanding of 
the intra- and interorganizational business processes. In order to enable the collaboration of 
services the underlying process structure must be explicated. In a laboratory experiment the 
variations of distributed process modeling in the traditional and the building block-based approach 
have been compared. It could be shown that the semantic building block-based approach leads to 
considerably fewer variations and, thus, to a more consistent view on the intra- and 
interorganizational process landscape. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The implementation of a service-oriented architecture (SOA) requires in-depth knowledge about 
the underlying business processes. The identification of appropriate services and the collaboration 
of these services within an organization and across organizational borders presuppose a detailed 
process documentation. In order to collect this process information it is not sufficient to acquire 
single, independent processes. Rather, it is necessary to create clarity about the process landscape 
of an organization and its environment [3]. Therefore, modeling projects in a SOA-context are 
distributed with respect to personnel, location as well as time and can involve multiple 
organizations. 
 
Traditional business process modeling languages and methods disregard important aspects of intra- 
and interorganizational business process modeling. Languages such as Event Driven Process 
Chains (EPC), Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), or IDEF3 do not explicitly address 
the issues of distributed, cross-organizational process modeling. Variations such as a deviating 
terminology, a varying grade of abstraction, or a different understanding of the scope of a process 
are not considered in the languages. The semantic building block-based approach has been 
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developed to collect a large number of processes in different organizations [15]. It has been 
designed to minimize the variations that can occur when multiple modelers are involved. The 
objective of this paper is to provide empirical evidence that the semantic building block-based 
approach considerably reduces the variations of distributed business process modeling. The 
rationale behind this behavior is explained and empirically tested in a laboratory experiment. 
 
The paper proceeds as follows: In the next section the different variations within and between 
business process models are described that can emerge in distributed modeling projects. In the 
following section of this paper the fundamental characteristics of the semantic building block-based 
approach are discussed. The specific structure of this approach is confronted with the properties of 
traditional modeling languages. Subsequently, the semantic building block-based approach is 
evaluated in a laboratory experiment. The distributed modeling conflicts that can emerge in the 
building block-based approach are compared to the traditional approach. The paper closes with a 
short summary of the main results and an outlook to future research. 
 
2. Variations in Intra- and Interorganizational Business Process Modeling 
 
The comparability of business process models (BPM) is an important quality criterion. In order to 
improve the operational efficiency of a company or public administration, BPMs are employed to 
suit the organizational structure to the process flow. The business processes of an organization or a 
value network must be analyzed in whole to get a coherent overview on the interactions between 
individual factors. For instance, an analysis might include questions such as: Does the process 
comply with the quality regulations of the organization? Are there any substantial weaknesses in 
the process? Is a service in two different organizations performed by the same process? How much 
money could be saved through the introduction of a Document Management System? As the 
answer to these questions usually leads to high costs, the effort needed to conduct it must be 
reduced. This can be achieved by creating comparable BPMs, i.e. models with a relatively small 
number of variations. 
 
A real world phenomenon can be represented through BPMs in many different ways. BPMs are 
constructed by using two different languages. The first one is the modeling language. Its meaning is 
at least semi-formally specified, which makes this part of a process model unambiguous. The other 
component of a BPM consists of a domain language. It is used to make statements about real world 
phenomena. In order to create a BPM, both languages must be applied together. Domain languages 
are owned by a linguistic community that decides on the meaning of its statements by shared 
conventions, which have been established implicitly by using the language. Because of the 
ambiguity of such natural languages it is possible to express the same meaning by different 
combinations of constructs and domain statements.  
 
Variations in BPMs arise from both, differing perceptions of reality and from the process of 
explicating this perception. A variation is a semantic or syntactic deviation between different BPMs 
which refer to the same or a similar real world phenomenon. They can be due to two different 
reasons [20]. 
 
• Variations due to varying mental representations: The mental representations of two model 
creators are most likely not exactly the same. This means the model creators perceive or 
structure real world phenomena differently. Likewise, they can, consciously or 
unconsciously, consider deviating aspects of the phenomenon as relevant. This can lead to 
BPMs at diverse levels of abstraction. Likewise, in these models the sequence of activities 
can vary or the model elements can be annotated with a different number of details. 
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• Variations due to the explication: Even when the model creators share “the same” mental 
representation variations can arise. These variations result from a different explication of 
the mental representations. Domain and modeling languages offer certain degrees of 
freedom to express a given fact. Model creators can utilize this freedom in diverse ways. 
For example, different domain statements can be chosen to express a specific aspect of the 
mental representation. Similarly, a model creator may have the choice between multiple 
constructs to describe a given fact. Thus even with an equivalent mental representation, 
different BPMs with corresponding conflicts can emerge. 
 
Deviations between models have been investigated empirically especially in the context of 
structural models. UML Class Diagrams have been analyzed in multiple modeling experiments 
[e.g., 9]. Other empirical studies have focused mainly on the advantages of specific constructs in 
comparison to alternative forms of representation, such as entity types and attributes [18], 
properties of relations [6], optional properties [5], or whole-part relations [19]. There are only a 
very few empirical studies that refer to variations in process models. Mendling et al. [12], for 
example, have analyzed the SAP Reference Model to identify errors and inconsistencies. Gruhn 
and Laue [8] have investigated the role of OR-connectors in EPC models. Beneath these empirical 
studies, conflicts between models have theoretically been discussed in the database schema 
matching and integration literature [e.g., 1], in publications about metamodeling [e.g., 16], and 
ontology engineering [7]. In this paper we draw upon Pfeiffer [15] who has derived a 
comprehensive theoretical analysis of the variations in the context of business process modeling. 
 
This encompasses type variations, occurring when two model elements of different types have the 
same meaning, synonym variations, occurring when the labels of two model elements with the 
same meaning differ, homonym variations, occurring when two model elements with different 
meaning have the same label, abstraction conflicts, occurring when model elements in two different 
model have a deviating level of abstraction, control flow variations, occurring when the number of 
control flows of two corresponding model elements differ, annotation variations, occurring when 
corresponding model elements in two different models have a different number of annotated model 
elements, order variations, occurring when the order of two model elements is permuted between 
two BPM, and separation variations, occurring when a model element has no corresponding model 
element in the second model with the same, a more specific or a more general meaning. 
 
3. Traditional and Semantic Building Block-based Process Modeling 
 
The application of traditional business process modeling languages leads to business process 
models that are hard to compare. Every model created with a traditional language can include many 
of the variations described in the previous section of this paper. For instance, an EPC basically 
consist of events and functions, whose semantics are essentially defined by the domain statement 
the modeler assigns to it [10]. Only by applying various rules and modeling conventions, 
comparability between the BPMs can be achieved. The creation as well as the implementation of 
such regulations within a specific modeling project involves significant efforts. 
 
By using a business process modeling language which belongs to the semantic building block-
based approach, the comparability of the resulting business process models can be significantly 
improved. These semantic building block-based languages (SBBL) achieve this advantage by 
avoiding the conflicts that occur when traditional modeling languages are used [14]. The semantic 
building block-based approach guides the modeler through the modeling process and restricts him 
in his decisions. By decreasing the choices a model creator can make during the model 
construction, the comparability of the BPMs can be increased [15]. 
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The main modeling construct of the language class SBBL is the so called process building block 
(PBB). PBBs limit the degree of freedom within the process of model creation. Unlike traditional 
business process modeling languages the SBBLs employ PBB as their most important modeling 
constructs. Every PBB represents one or more reoccurring activities from a particular domain [11]. 
The difference between a PBB and a modeling construct from a traditional language is that the PBB 
already incorporates a domain statement. Modelers do not create and assign a domain statement to 
a construct, they can only choose from a given set of PBBs and, thereby, from a given pool of 
statements. Thus, the PBB are semantically specified and have a defined level of abstraction [17]. If 
additional information is needed, the PBB can be further described by a predefined set of attributes.  
Concerning their semantics, the PBB are unambiguously and mutually exclusively defined. To 
specify the constructs of a SBBL, a domain ontology is used. Every PBB stands for a set of 
elements taken from this ontology. Hence, the meaning of a PBB is explicitly defined. With the aid 
of the ontology, it is possible to ensure that no element of a SBBL contains semantics already 
covered by another element of this language. Given a real world phenomenon, there exists only a 
single possibility to represent it in a SBBL-based language. In ideal, every construct would be 
derived from the domain ontology, but from a practical perspective it is often necessary to include 
at least some constructs from other languages. For instance, this could be a construct to split up and 
join the control flow. Imagine that the ontology element ‘encash/receive a payment’ has been 
incorporated into a SBBL as a PBB. Also its corresponding attribute, ‘Information System’, is 
taken from the domain ontology. This encompasses not only the attributes themselves, but also 
their possible values. In the given example, the attribute ‘Information System’ may have only three 
allowed values: ‘Open Office’, ‘MS Office’ and ‘MS Money’. The available labels for the PBB, 
which specify the domain task more detailed, are defined in the same manner. For the PBB 
‘encash/receive a payment’, the labels ’encash/receive a cash payment’, ‘encash/receive a credit 
card payment’, and ‘encash/receive a money transfer’ might be allowed. 
 
Languages from the class SBBL either avoid or at least decrease the previously described variations 
between BPMs. By using the semantic building block-based approach, some types of variations 
between models can be fully eliminated. Other variations can still occur, but their frequency can be 
significantly reduced. In the following the impact of the language class SBBL is discussed with 
regard to the five variation types considered: 
 
• Synonym variations: Because of the fact that the constructs of languages from the class 
SBBL are derived from an ontology, they offer a controlled vocabulary to the modeler. 
Synonyms can be detected in the ontology, which makes it possible to eliminate them in 
advance of the model creation. Hence, as long as the modeler can only choose from the 
given vocabulary of a SBBL, no synonym variations can occur. 
 
• Type variations: During the language construction, it is ensured that no semantically 
overlapping modeling constructs are included in the SBBL. If every PBB and every 
attribute of the language is semantically disjoint, it can be proven that no type variation can 
occur [14]. For every observable real world phenomenon only one single constructs exists 
which is able to represent it within the language. Therefore, every modeler who wants to 
describe the phenomenon is forced to use same construct. 
 
• Abstraction variations: The type in combination with the label defines the semantics of a 
PBB. Because every PBB is semantically disjoint from the others, every modeler has to 
choose the same PBB to express a specific matter. Thus, the number of possible choices for 
the selection of domain statements and, thereby, also the number of abstraction variations is 
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reduced. To completely avoid them, a specific level of the ontology has to be defined from 
which all the domain statements of a model have to originate. 
 
• Separation variations: This type of variation cannot be entirely removed from models 
created with the language class SBBL. Nevertheless, it can be at least reduced because 
during model construction the modeler is guided by the ontology-based PBBs he can choose 
from. With the meaning of the PBBs in mind, he focuses on the semantics covered by them. 
Therefore, the models better fit to each other concerning the semantics they express. 
 
• Order variations: Just like the separation variations, this type of variation cannot be 
completely avoided. In traditional modeling languages, it is hardly feasible to make any 
statements about the correct order of specific elements on the basis of their type. In contrast 
to that, the semantic building block-based approach allows to define heuristic order rules 
based upon the predefined semantics of the PBBs. For example, it is reasonable that the 
activity ‘approve’ always follows the activity ‘perform a formal verification’. 
 
The creation of languages from the class SBBL can only be accomplished successfully with a 
specific domain in mind. In order to be able to express every real world phenomenon by using a 
modeling language of this type, it is necessary to restrict the application to a specific domain. 
Otherwise, no appropriate ontology can be created due to the complexity of the real world. Hence, 
languages from the class SBBL are domain specific languages. A well documented example for 
such a language is the PICTURE-language, which is specifically designed for public 
administrations [2]. It consists of 24 PBB and over 50 attributes. The PBBs in PICTURE can only 
be connected in a sequential form. For an in-depth description of the language, we refer to [2]. A 
detailed analysis of the expressiveness can be found in [4]. 
 
4. Evaluation of Semantic Building Block-based Process Modeling 
 
The hypothesis to evaluate is that modeling with a semantic building block-based language results 
in a smaller number of variation compared to traditional modeling languages. In order to do this, an 
empirical evaluation was conducted. EPC was chosen as an example of a traditional modeling 
language, PICTURE as an example for a domain specific one. 
 
Within a laboratory experiment, twelve graduate students from the University of Muenster were 
asked to create an EPC and a PICTURE model independently from each other based on a given 
case description taken from the domain of public administrations. This case description was used to 
examine the variability between BPMs in both languages. This experimental setup simulates the 
process of distributed modeling and facilitates the validity of the analysis for two reasons. Firstly, 
all participants are modeling the same situation, which eliminates the case description as a source 
of variability. Secondly, every participant creates both an EPC and a PICTURE model. Thus, all 
variations resulting from a different understanding of the case description or from deviating 
opinions about the adequate degree of detail or abstraction influence the modeling process of both 
languages in the same way. The remaining variations can be fully explained by the process of 
explicating the mental representations of a participant in the form of a process model.  
The analysis has been carried out in two steps: 
• Automated analysis: In the first step, both EPC and PICTURE models are tested for 
similarity with an automated comparison algorithm [21]. This algorithm has been designed 
to quantify the similarity of the process flow as well as to detect and resolve problems 
resulting from the ambiguities of natural languages. The applicability of the algorithm has 
been demonstrated empirically by using the SAP Reference Model. 
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• Manual analysis: The second step is, in contrast to the first one, conducted manually to 
reconfirm the results from the automated comparison. In order to do this, the authors 
analyzed the BPMs from both groups to find and quantify variations from the types 
described above. If a high degree of similarity between the two models is found in the 
automatic analysis then a small number of variations can be expected in the manual 
analysis. The automated analysis of the models only provides a percentage value of 
similarity. Because the analysis is conducted manually in the second step, the nature of the 
variations can be explored in more detail. 
 
4.1. Characteristics of the Automated Analysis 
 
The comparison algorithm which has been used to determine the degree of similarity between the 
BPMs can be used for both PICTURE and EPC models in the same way. This is ensured by the fact 
that the models themselves are not used for the similarity calculation. Instead, the result is 
computed by using what is called a causal footprint. A casual footprint can be derived from the 
BPM. It is a directed graph whose vertices represent the various activities in the process. Vertices 
are connected by arcs whenever the corresponding activities of the vertices are always performed 
either before or after one another. In the first case, the arc is called a look-back-link, in the second 
case it is a look-ahead-link [22]. If, for example, there is an arc connecting the vertices A and B, 
this means that, depending on the type of the arc, activity A is either always performed before 
activity B or after it. In order to finally execute the comparison, the causal footprints of the models 
must be transformed into vectors. Their similarity is then determined by the deviation of their 
directions. For more details concerning the transformation, we refer to [21]. 
 
The comparison algorithm is able to identify ambiguities of natural languages within the labels of 
the model elements. To calculate the similarity of BPMs, common elements must be identified. 
Therefore, equivalent vertices need to be identified in order to compare two footprints. Natural 
languages allow expressing the same real-world concepts in different ways. This hampers the 
automatic identification of similar or equivalent activities. In order to deal with this problem, the 
comparison algorithm uses the lexical database WordNet, which allows to detect synonyms [13]. 
With the aid of this information, the semantic similarity of activities can be computed. Comparing 
the similarity score of an activity and of all elements connected to it, it is possible to map 
equivalent activities of different process models [21]. 
 
The comparison algorithm determines the similarity of process models regarding their content and 
their respective process flow. The causal footprint consists of both the vertices representing 
activities themselves and look-ahead as well as look-back-links, which stand for the procedural 
relations of the activities. Therefore, the comparison does not only consider the similarity regarding 
the content, but also takes the process flow into account. 
 
 
 
 
4.2. Results of the Automated Analysis 
 
12 BPMs from each group were compared pair-wise with each other. This resulted in a total of 66 
comparisons for each group. Within the group of the EPC models, an average similarity of 0.54% 
has been measured. The maximum similarity was 4.02%, the minimum was 0%. This means that 
the comparison algorithm perceived the BPMs as being totally different. In contrast, the PICTURE 
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models achieved an average similarity of 43.75%. Some comparisons resulted in a value of 100%, 
which means that the models were identical. Other PICTURE models scored lower values as well. 
The minimum value was 13.99%.  
 
Detailed results are described in Figure 1. In this diagram the average similarities of the individual 
BPMs compared to all other models are depicted. Figure 1-I presents the similarity values for the 
PICTURE and the EPC group on a single scale, Figure 1-II uses separate scales instead. 
 
 
Figure 1: Average similarity degrees for PICTURE and EPC models 
 
4.3. Characteristics of the Manual Analysis 
 
Detailed statements about the nature and the degree of variability between BPMs can only be given 
manually. A framework, which classifies possible variations between process models into different 
categories, was introduced in Section 2. To identify these variations in process models, a semantic 
analysis of BPMs is necessary. Thus, a specific meaning needs to be assigned to every model 
element according to the modeler’s intention. By this means, an ontology which describes the 
whole semantic of the case description has been developed. Thereafter, it was possible to assign 
statements of this ontology to every model element. The intended meaning had to be carefully 
explored by the authors. With the resulting assignments, the basis for the identification of variations 
was established. 
 
When variations are identified they need to be counted in compliance with strict rules to assure a 
reasonable quantification of the variability. With the previously given definitions, variations can 
easily be identified. But the definition alone was not sufficient to generate a meaningful result. A 
set of rules for quantifying the identified variations had to be developed. They allowed for a 
consistent and uniform measurement. For example, rules were designed to prevent counting some 
variations multiple times. Different types of variations were not weighted, because there was no 
information about the extent to which an individual type of variation influences the comparability 
of BPMs. 
 
With the given experimental setup, a reasonable measurement of homonym, control flow, and 
annotation variations was not possible. All models were created on the basis of the same case 
description. This makes the measurement of homonym variations difficult, because they occur 
when different concepts are expressed by the same terms. This usually happens in complex systems 
of different BPMs, however, not within a single case. Annotation conflicts were not measureable 
because no attributes were used within the EPC and only a fixed set of attributes within the 
PICTURE models. The PICTURE as well as the EPC language has strict rules concerning the 
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incoming and outgoing control flows. In fact, only the AND, OR, and XOR operators from the EPC 
language allow for deviating numbers of control flows. Hence, no control flow variations were 
detectable during the analysis.  
 
4.4. Results of the manual analysis 
 
Within the variation analysis an average of 31.93 variations between EPC models were identified. 
An average of 12.59 of these variations were synonym variations, 5.95 were abstraction variations, 
10.70 were separation variations, 2.15 were type variations, and 0.53 were order variations. The 
group of the PICTURE models scored an average value of 4.59 variations. It consists of 0.63 
synonym variations, 0.83 abstraction variations, 1.77 separation variations, and 1.32 type 
variations. Order variations were not fount between PICTURE models. A comparison of the results 
can be found in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: Numbers of variations for PICTURE and EPC according to the different variation types 
 
4.5. Discussion of the results 
 
The results of the automated similarity calculation are confirmed and further detailed by the manual 
analysis. While the automatic analysis can hardly find any commonalities between EPC models, it 
provides very good results for PICTURE models. In compliance with these results, the manual 
analysis shows a significantly higher number of variations of any kind for EPC models compared to 
PICTURE models. These results support assumption that the automated analysis is correct and 
further specify the results by categorizing the variations. 
 
The semantics of BPMs that contain natural language elements cannot be captured automatically. 
The use of ontology-based labels for the PBBs in PICTURE actually results in a massive reduction 
of synonym variations compared to EPC. Although the algorithm used is build to detect synonyms, 
the low similarity degrees for EPC models imply that it fails to do so in most of the cases. The 
avoidance of many synonym variations by PICTURE in parallel with the high similarity degrees 
indicates that synonym variations cannot be resolved automatically. 
 
The degree of detail and abstraction are fixed when using a SBBL-based modeling language. The 
limitation of the number of choices a modeler can make within the modeling project when he is 
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using a SBBL in fact increased the comparability of the created models. A significant decrease of 
abstraction and separation variations in the manual analysis supports this conclusion. 
 
It remains to be demonstrated that the expressiveness of a SBBL is sufficient. The increased 
comparability of models created with a SBBL leads to a decreasing expressiveness because of the 
predefined semantics of the PBBs. It is possible that the modeler is that limited in his decisions that 
he is not able to represent all relevant real world facts by using the PBBs. Hence, the creation of a 
SBBL is very time consuming and error prone. This analysis only shows that the language class 
SBBL produces models with a higher degree of comparability, but it does not take the 
expressiveness of the models into account. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The starting point of this paper was the insight that service-oriented thinking presupposes detailed 
knowledge about the business processes of an organization and its environment. We identified 
business process modeling as a way to explicate the relevant process knowledge. However, 
traditional business process modeling languages only provide little support for distributed modeling 
scenarios. The objective of this paper was to evaluate the semantic building block-based approach 
for the purpose of interorganizational business process modeling, in particular with respect to 
semantic variations within and between BPMs. In a laboratory experiment that simulated a 
distributed modeling project the potential advantages of the language class SBBL have been 
analyzed. Both an automated and a manual approach were chosen to compare the performance of 
the two languages EPC and PICTURE. The results of the analysis demonstrate that the type of the 
language has a strong influence on the number of variations in the resulting BPMs. PICTURE as an 
example of the language class SBBL considerably decreased the number of variations and, thereby, 
improved the quality of the corresponding BPMs.  
 
However, the number of variations is only one component of the evaluation of the semantic 
building block-based approach. Furthermore, it is necessary to assess the efficiency and the 
effectiveness of the resulting languages. Efficiency means that a SBBL-based modeling language is 
able to acquire a specified number of processes at minimal cost. Effectiveness requires that a 
language of the class SBBL is expressiveness enough to describe the relevant phenomena of the 
domain at hand. In other words, effectiveness makes sure that the modeling language can indeed be 
successfully applied in a given domain. An empirical analysis of these two aspects is open to 
further research. 
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